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I. INTR~DDcTI~N 
In [5] it was shown that under certain physically reasonable hypothesis one 
may consider heat conduction to be governed by one temperature and heat 
supply by another. It was shown that for an extremely general class of simple 
materials these two temperatures turn out to be equal. However, in the case 
of a non-simple material, in particular one in which the thermodynamic quantities 
depend on the conductive temperature and its first two spatial derivatives, the 
is no longer the case [2]. In particular for an isotropic material in R3 this 
linearized version of the energy equation takes the form 
where +(x, t) is the conductive temperature, 4(x, t) the heat supply, c the 
specific heat, K the conductivity, and a is the temperature discrepancy relating 
the conductive temperature to the thermodynamic temperature 0(x, t) by the 
relation 
0=4 - a&. (1.2) 
From the second law of thermodynamics we have the fact that a > 0. Equations 
of the form (1.1) have been the subject of a considerable amount of research 
in recent years (cf. [l]) and, motivated by the need to develop constructive 
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methods for solving initial-boundary value problems, it has been shown that 
a potential theory can be developed for (1.1) and used to solve the standard 
initial-boundary value problems associated with this equation (cf. [3, 91). In 
order to develop this potential theory various methods have been given for 
constructing fundamental solutions for (1.1) (cf. [3, 8, 91) and a particular 
problem which appears is the need to obtain methods for evaluating such a 
fundamental solution for small values of a (which is the situation appearing 
in practical applications). From this point of view it seems to us that the funda- 
mental solution defined in [3] and [4] by means of contour integrals provides 
the best formulation for obtaining such approximations, and it is the purpose 
of this paper to obtain complete asymptotic expansions for this fundamental 
solution to (1.1) for small values of the parameter a. In particular we consider 
the normalized pseudo-heat operator 
L[u] = E&4,24, - Ut + L&u (1.3) 
where E is a small parameter and derive asymptotic approximations as E tends 
to zero for the fundamental solution to this equation defined by [3, 41 
qR,t)=-&j uJ2t exp 
lo-l/k)“21=6 [ -wR+&-EW2 I 
dw (1.4) 
where R = 1 x - E, 1 for x, 5 E R3 and the path of integration is a circle of 
radius 6 traversed counterclockwise about the point w = l/~r/~. Clearly it 
suffices to consider the function 
K(R, t) = - f $ 
w2t 
exp 
[w--l/k)“*/=8 [ 
--wR + 1 _ Ew2 I dw (1.5) 
and by making a change of variables we can rewrite (1 S) in the form 
K(R, t) = - e$$l j m exp [--I” -$ + E(1 4 p2j] dp. 
(1.6) 
I*-ll-6 
We note that for well posed (as E + 0) initial boundary value problems 
associated with L[u] = p we have R > 0 and t > 0 (cf. [3]). 
II. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOLJR OF K(R,t) FOR t = 0 AND R = 0 
We first examine the asymptotic behaviour of K(R, t) for the special cases 
when t = 0 or R = 0. The case t = 0 is trivial since 
K(Ry 0) = - & ,rr-l,--6 exp -p &,a Lf 1 “]G 
= 0. (2-l) 
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In the applications (cf. [3]) one also needs to evaluate the function &(R, 0) 
and this is also easily computed since (1.6) and (2.1) show that 
(2.2) 
We now turn to the case when R = 0. In this case we have 
WA t) = - exp[- +I tf [ 
t 
(,)1,2 m’ exp lrr-ll=6 E(1 - $) 3 4 
exp[-t/e] m =--- c l- (L)“’ $, -1,=6 (1 - d--m 4 (c)l’2 27-i m=O m! E (2.3) II 
= ew[-+I O” c 
(2m)! t m+1 
$2 m=O (m + l)! m!m! 22* T ( 1 
and by Legendre’s duplication formula 
K(o’ 4 = 
exp[-t/e] m r(m + 4) t m+l 
(~7)~‘~ mzo m! r(m + 2) 7 ( 1 
= t expl Q, (+ , 2; 4) 
(2.4) 
where @(a, c; z) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function. From the 
asymptotic behaviour of @(l/2,2; x) for large x [7, p. 2891 we have, for t > 0, 
w t, = ,d,2 M ml mn z. m! (fr + 0 ((+,“‘,I (2.5) 
where (u)~ = T(CX + m)/r(a). In the applications one also needs to evaluate 
the derivatives of K(0, t) and it can be shown that the asymptotic behaviour 
of the derivative of K(0, t) can be obtained from (2.5) by differentiating termwise. 
We conclude this section by deriving an expansion for K(R, t) that is well 
suited for computational purposes when R > 0 and t = O(E). From (1.6) we 
have 
K(R, tj = - ‘;$;f f 
Iu-ll=6 
exP [-P&-J f&l _ ;2,mmI (fpP 
43/d m t m+1 =--- 
(6)112 7ri Lo (my l)! T ( 1 (2.6) 
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2ai m 
??Z! 7go R!(m - k)! 2m+k+1 (m+k)! ($rm7’exp(--$) (2.7) 
= 2(7yi 
- -J-- ($iT)s:1’2 Km2 (&) 
and K,+r,a(x) denotes the modified Bessel function. Therefore 
K(R > t)= 2 exP(-t/E) m (my’2 z. (m +:)! m! (3”” ($J+‘z G+llz (3 . 
(2.8) 
The series (2.8) can be readily approximated for t = O(P) by truncating the 
series and, since (z/2)“+1/” K,+i,s( x satisfies a three term recursion relation, ) 
applying the Clenshaw-Luke method of backward recursion (cf. [6, Section ll.g]. 
In this connection we note that for x real 
z nz+1;2 
( 1 (41’2 cz m T K,+,,,(X) = 22n+lm! s e-Vz + t)” tm dt o 
&I2 
=- 
22W-lml s 
* e-u(p2 - z2)m dp 
. 2 
&I2 m 
G------- 
s 22m+1m! o e-fipLBm dp 
by Legendre’s duplication formula. 
III. ASYMPTOTIC BIWAVIOUR OF K(Y, t) FOR R > 0 AM) t > 0 
We now turn to the asymptotic behaviour of K(R, t) for R > 0 and t > 0. 
To this end we consider the representation (1.5) and deform the contour onto 
C = {z: z = / r 1 exp(ni/4 sgn r), -cc < r < cc) (see Fig. 1). We then have, 
setting w = z/W, N = t/e, b = R/W, that 
K(R, t) = & / 
m(t)l’2 c exp[-- bz + x2] g&r) dz (3.1) 
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FIGURE 1 
where 
(3.2) 
We now want to examine the behaviour of (3.1) for N tending to infinity. For 
1 z 1 < Nl12 we have 
=l +(?I++$+ . ..) ~(~+E+ q  .. . (3.3) 
where the czj , j = 2, 3 ,..., are easily computable constants. We now write 
h-44 = S&) + TN@) (3.4) 
where 
TN(x) = 2 csnz2". 
?a=??+1 
Since for 1 2 1 < NV2 
I kh(4I < exp 
we have by Cauchy’s inequality that for 
(3.6) 
1 Tdz)l ( exp [ N “’ a2 ] ni!+l ( $ IZn 
1 z/a 12m+2 
=l-[z/a12exp 
(3.7) 
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We now write K(R, t) in the form 
K(R, t) = -ii..- $+)1,2 [I1 + I2 -I I3 -k 41 
where 
I1 = 
s 
exp[--bz + z2] S,(z) dz 
C 
I, = 
s Cn,z,<A exp[--bz + ~“1 T&4 dz 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
I3 = - 
s CnlZl>‘-l 
exp[--bz + zz] S,(z) dz 
14. = 
s CfdZl>A 
exp[--bz + z2] gN(x) dz 
where A is a constant depending on N which will be chosen shortly. First let 
A < a and consider the integral I, . Then, since on C 
we have 
j exp[--bx + x”]l < 1, (3.10) 
II,I~~S,‘I tlem+‘[l - $I-lexp[ ,“” a2] ] dz 1 (3.11) 
and choosing a = Nl14, A = N1/2(2m+3), we have 
1 I, 1 = O(N-“i2). (3.12) 
Now consider I3 . For N > NO we can find a constant M, independent of N, 
such that 
I S&>I < MI .z 12m. (3.13) 
Hence 
I I2 1 < 2M JAW r2m exp [ - &] dr (3.14) 
and choosing A as before it is easily seen from the asymptotic behaviour of 
the incomplete gamma function [7, p, 3411 that there exist positive constants p 
and 6, independent of N, such that 
Since on C 
I I3 I = O(exp[-~W>. 
I exp(z2) g&G G 1 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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a similar result is also seen to hold for the integral I4 . Hence from (3.8)-(3.16) 
we have 
K(R, t) = --A-- J 
Trqty c 
exp[--bz + x2] SN(z) dx + O(N-m’2) 
= a, + U&q + * * * + U.&f& + O(N-“‘2) 
(3.17) 
where 1 
a2i = +jiE s exp[--bz + S] z2i dz c
and the cti are defined in (3.3). The coefficients a2i may be expressed in terms 
of Hermite polynomials. To see this we note that the contour C may be deformed 
onto the imaginary axis and hence from [7, p. 2541 we have 
1 
a2j = ,‘01/2 -im 1 
zm exp[--bx + z”] z2i dz 
(-l)i m 
=z(p --m s 
exp[--ibt - t2] t2i dt 
1 
=-eXp(-$)H,j($) 
4+rt)1’2 
(3.19) 
where H2j(s) denotes Hermite’s polynomial of order 2j. Hence 
K(R,t)=&exp[-~](1+c4H$‘2)+c6H$‘2)+.*~ (320) 
. 
+ c2mi5ysm + qjp!Y)). 
Now let n be a positive integer and choose m such that m > 2n + 2. Putting 
all terms with powers of l/N greater than n + 1 into the error term shows 
that the series (3.20) may be rearranged as a valid asymptotic series in l/N. 
Hence returning to our original variables we have our final result that for 
R > 0, t > 0, 
~(R,t)=(~eXP(-~)[1+d,(f)+d,(~)2+... 
+ 4 (+)” + 0 ((f)“‘)] 
(3.21) 
where 
d,=&H,(q, 2(t)1’2 d2 = 2 .44 LH, ($2) + f H6 (j&i) 9 etc. 
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We observe that from 
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(3.22) 
we have that for R = 0, dl = 314, d, = 45132, etc. in agreement with (2.5) 
(Note however that the asymptotic expansion (3.21) has only been shown to 
be valid for R > 0). It can be shown that for t > 0 and R > 0 the asymptotic 
series (3.21) can be differentiated termwise. 
We note in closing that the asymptotic behaviour of K(R, t) depends critically 
on the fact that R > 0 and t 3 0. If one of these inequalities is violated then 
the asymptotic behaviour is drastically changed. This is the case for example 
if the operator (1.3) is used in conjunction with the method of quasi-reversibility 
to approximate solutions of improperly posed problems (cf. [4]). However, as 
already mentioned, if potential theoretic methods are used to solve properly 
posed initial-boundary value problems associated with (1.3) (i.e. stability is 
required as E --+ 0) then we always have R and t non-negative (cf. [3]). 
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